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COURSE INFORMATION: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE IN SPAIN (CRJC 4800)

Undergraduate & Graduate  |  Summer 2020  |  Summer Lectures on Campus
June 01 - June 13 in Spain

Consider the complicated nature and dynamics of human trafficking, intimate partner violence, sexual assault, and stalking in the U.S. and Spain. While abroad, students will attend lectures with experts on gender-based violence and victim services, visit the Commission for Domestic and Gender-based Violence, and other academic visits. Students will also enjoy a Catalan cooking class, take in a Flamenco show, experience La Sagrada Familia and visit several historical and cultural landmarks.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

- Airfare
- Housing
- Insurance
- Transportation
- Itinerary Visits
- Some Meals

COST

- Travel Cost: $4,910
- Course Cost: 3 Hours of UNO Tuition and Fees
- Additional Expenses: Spending Money, Some Meals

FUNDING

- $500 Global Perspectives Scholarships available on a competitive basis
- 1 Mal and Millie Hansen Travel Award for an International Studies Major
- UNO Tuition Scholarships & Most Financial Aid Applies